
Quorum Stories
Case Study Snapshots: 
How onQ is Transforming Backup & Disaster Recovery



First American Credit Union Banks

Challenges
Legacy system meant lengthy downtime in multiple outages. Testing was complicated, with servers 
refusing to boot back up after completion.

Solution
Quorum’s hybrid cloud/ DRaaS solution ensures business continuity for 5 servers, helping credit 
unions maintain brand reputation and customer faith. Automatic testing and 1-click instant 
restoration of data, applications and systems frees up staff to focus on core projects, while scalable, 
pay-per-resources-used system saves on costs.

What They’re Saying
“Quorum is ideal for any organization — especially in financial services — looking to protect the assets 
of the organization and maintain business continuity.”

http://quorum.com/resources/first-american-credit-union-onq-case-study


Arizona Medical Board

Challenges
Tape-based backup solution was too slow for their RTO & RPO standards; incidents meant rebuilding 
entire infrastructure, resulting in multi-week outages.

Solution
onQ delivers complete disaster recovery for multiple physical servers and virtual hosts. 1-click 
recovery within minutes achieves RTO goals, while team has reduced equipment costs and required 
maintenance.

What They’re Saying
“We chose onQ because it’s an all-in-one solution that gives us complete disaster recovery within a 
pair of appliances, saving us money and eliminating unnecessary overhead. We love the ease and 
simple elegance of onQ.”

http://quorum.com/resources/arizona-medical-board-onq-case-study


California Bankers Association

Challenges
The team needed high availability and automated BDR for 9 physical and virtual servers, but their tape 
backups were unpredictable and hard to manage.

Solution
onQ Hybrid Cloud solution provides multi-functionality from 1 vendor, delivering an onsite 
appliance for high availability and instant recovery via the cloud, with minimal management and 
cost savings. Recovery time has been cut from days to minutes; one-click testing lets team test 
DR plan without affecting production servers.

What They’re Saying
“GREAT support team!”

http://quorum.com/resources/california-bankers-association-onq-case-study


LCL Bulk Transport

Challenges
Trucking company had to maintain uptime for 200 drivers on the road but legacy system was expensive 
to maintain, backups took hours and recovery potential was limited.

Solution
onQ protects a mix of SQL servers, web servers and print servers. Physical onQ appliance with local HA 
failover also replicates to the Quorum cloud for extra protection. Continuous uptime keeps drivers 
informed, while automated testing and “set it and forget it” backups has reduced staff effort to 30 
minutes of work a month. Recovery now takes moments.

What They’re Saying
“Anybody who has six or seven or more servers should have onQ in some fashion. It’s a more robust 
product. I know that even if the worst happens, we’re protected. That’s what onQ gives us –
insurance.”

http://quorum.com/resources/lcl-bulk-transport


FTP Inc.

Challenges
DR took days to weeks, with $100,000 lost each week. Testing was cumbersome and full backups took 
more than 24 hours to complete, slowing productivity.

Solution
onQ protects FTP’s servers with 1-click recovery and automatic testing, delivering reliable uptime 
and instant recovery of data, applications and systems that keeps customers satisfied. 

What They’re Saying
“That speed in recovery clinched the deal for us.”

http://quorum.com/resources/ftp-inc-onq-case-study


Saunatec

Challenges
After its servers were stolen, Saunatec wanted to ensure faster recovery of its data and 
applications, especially its accounting and inventory control applications, by replacing its 
tape-based BDR solution.

Solution
onQ protects 8 servers via current snapshots of all data and applications. Multi-day 
recovery has been reduced to minutes; users who accidentally delete valuable data now 
enjoy quick file-level recovery.

What They’re Saying
“onQ gives us peace of mind. We’re confident that if needed, in a moment’s notice we can 
flip a switch and have onQ ready to roll.”

http://quorum.com/resources/saunatec-onq-case-study


Timberwood Bank

Challenges
Legacy solution meant days of downtime, cumbersome testing processes and the inability 
to ensure redundancy and continuity during a disaster. 

Solution
onQ strengthens redundancy and business continuity, while saving time with automated 
testing. After one server failure, onQ restored uptime and recovered full data, applications 
and systems in minutes.

What They’re Saying
“Quorum’s one-click backup, recovery and continuity means that we’ll never have to 
worry about system downtime.”

http://quorum.com/resources/timberwood-bank-onq-case-study
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